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Abstract: We study the optimal insurance design problem. This is a risk sharing problem
between an insured and an insurer. The main novelty in this paper is that we study this
optimization problem under a risk-adjusted premium calculation principle for the insurance
cover. This risk-adjusted premium calculation principle uses the cost-of-capital approach as
it is suggested (and used) by the regulator and the insurance industry.
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1. Introduction

We study the problem of optimal insurance design. This is a risk sharing problem between an insured
financial agent and an insurer who typically holds a whole portfolio of similar insured risks. There
is a vast literature on this optimal insurance design problem, see for instance Arrow [1,2], Raviv [3],
Gollier [4] and Gollier-Schlesinger [5]. Classical literature assumes that the preferences of both the
insured and the insurer are modeled by the expected utility framework. Using this expected utility
setting the Pareto optimal insurance design is determined. Usually, this results in choosing a deductible
and co-insurance above this deductible. Raviv [3] investigates necessary and sufficient conditions
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leading to deductibles and co-insurance, and the cost of insurance is identified to be the driving force
behind deductibles.

As described in Yaari [6] and Bernard et al. [7], this framework fails to explain various phenomena
that are observed in practice, for instance, that financial agents prefer to purchase extended insurance
cover for relatively small claims over buying protection against disastrous large claims. Bernard et al. [7]
modify the original framework by introducing a probability distortion which tries to describe human
behavior more appropriately. In particular, these probability distortions reflect that small and large claims
are over-weighted by individuals which results in insurance covers different from deductibles.

In the present paper we choose a different approach for the modeling of the preferences of the insurer.
In insurance practice, solvency of an insurance company is determined through a regulatory risk measure.
This regulatory risk measure is the equity the insurance company needs to hold in order to run its business
from a supervisory point of view. This risk measure is directly related to the insurance policies the
company is selling and, henceforth, should directly reflect the quality of the insurance portfolio. The
insurance company’s and the shareholders’ preferences, respectively, are then satisfied if the expected
return on this regulatory risk measure, i.e., risk bearing equity, is sufficiently large.

In the present paper we model the regulatory risk measure with the expected shortfall risk measure
(also called Tail-Value-at-Risk) as it is used in the Swiss Solvency Test [8]. Assuming that this risk
measure reflects the necessary equity that needs to be provided by shareholders, the premium risk loading
is model by a cost-of-capital approach which is equivalent to the expected return on this shareholders’
equity. In this spirit we obtain a risk-adjusted premium calculation principle which is the essential
difference to the constant risk premium case considered in the literature, see formula (3’) in Raviv [3]
or formula (2) in Bernard et al. [7]. As a result, the price of insurance will directly be related to the
regulatory requirements and it will reflect the diversification within the insurance portfolio. The crucial
result will be that insurance for small claims is comparatively cheap because it only marginally triggers
the expected shortfall risk measure. This exactly explains that individuals purchase more insurance for
small claims whereas insurance for large claims seems rather expensive in their judgment.

Organization of the paper. In the next section we introduce the insurance claim model which is based
on a common risk factor that affects all claims simultaneously and idiosyncratic components that only
influence individual claims. Based on this model we formulate the optimal insurance design problem
from the viewpoint of the insured. In Section 3 we introduce the regulatory risk measure and we describe
the related risk-adjusted premium calculation principle. The crucial point will be that idiosyncratic risk
is diversifiable which substantially simplifies the regulatory risk measure and the related risk-adjusted
premium calculation. Based on this risk-adjusted premium we determine the optimal insurance design
in Section 4 and we conclude this section with various properties and examples of the optimal insurance
design. All results and statements are proved in the appendix.

2. Insurance Model and Utility Optimization

We assume that the financial market has N financial agents, each of them facing a random claim Xi,
i = 1, . . . , N , where N is fixed but large. The random claims Xi are driven by a common (latent) risk
factor Θ and an idiosyncratic risk component Yi. For simplicity we assume product structure between
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these two risk drivers, i.e., Xi = ΘYi for i = 1, . . . , N . The common risk factor Θ can be interpreted as
an external factor (like inflation, economic factor, legal changes or environmental factor) that affects all
claims Xi simultaneously, and the remaining risk drivers Yi are of idiosyncratic nature. We analyze the
demand of insurance against these random claims. This brings us to the following model assumptions:

Assumptions 1 (insurance claim model). The insurance claims are given by Xi = ΘYi,
for i = 1, . . . , N , with

• Θ, Y1, . . . , YN are independent, strictly positive, P-a.s.,

• Yi are i.i.d. with continuous and strictly positive density fY on R+ having finite mean;

• Θ has bounded, continuous and strictly positive density fΘ supported on the interval T = (θ0, θ1),
with 0 < θ0 < θ1 <∞.

Note that many of the statements below can be formulated in much more generality, the elegance of
Assumptions 1 is that they allow for nice interpretations and analytical results. Our aim is to study
the demand of insurance cover against these random claims Xi. Therefore, we need to study the
following ingredients:

• The insurance pricing functional π : X 7→ π(X) needs to be defined. We introduce π based
on probability distortions in the spirit of Section 2.6.2 in Wüthrich et al. [9] and Section 8.2.6
in Wüthrich-Merz [10]. This is different from the classical treatment in the literature where
the premium is often either chosen to be proportional to the expected claim E[X] or assessed
using the expected utility framework, see Arrow [2], Raviv [3], Gollier-Schlesinger [5] and
Bernard et al. [7]. Our approach will provide a risk-adjusted premium principle as it is required in
the insurance industry for solvency considerations.

• The possible insurance covers I : x 7→ I(x) need to be described.

• The utility optimization problem of each agent i = 1, . . . , N needs to be characterized.

• The influence of the common (non-diversifiable) risk driver Θ needs to be analyzed.

We start with the description of the individual utility optimization problem. We consider N
homogeneous risk-averse financial agents all having twice differentiable, increasing and concave utility
function u satisfying the Inada conditions (see also Assumptions 2 below). Moreover, each agent has the
same initial wealth w0 > 0. The optimal insurance cover I of agent i is then obtained by the solution of
the optimization problem

max
I∈I

E
[
u

(
w0 −Xi + I(Xi)− π(I(Xi))

)]
(1)

where

• I is the set of measurable non-decreasing functions I : R+ → R+ with 0 ≤ I(x) ≤ x for all
x ∈ R+ andR(x) = x−I(x) is non-decreasing. The latter is needed to prevent from moral hazard;

• I(Xi) describes the ceded claim, i.e., financial agent i faces retention R(Xi) = Xi − I(Xi) after
insurance, note that we drop the index Ii = I in the insurance cover because of homogeneity in
i = 1, . . . , N ,
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• π(I(Xi)) is the price for the insurance cover I(Xi).

We consider the homogeneous situation in Equation (1). This will allow to determine the equilibrium.
A heterogeneous situation may be analyzed by applying perturbation theory to the homogeneous one.

3. The Regulatory Point of View

3.1. Aggregate Insurance Demand and Risk-Adjusted Premium

Assume for the time being that optimization problem (1) has a unique optimal solution I ∈ I. The
aggregate insurance demand is then given by

∑N
i=1 I(Xi). The model assumptions imply for any fixed

insurance cover functional I ∈ I that the individual insurance demands I(Xi) are i.i.d., conditionally
given the latent risk factor Θ. Henceforth, the law of large numbers implies for the aggregate insurance
demand (for any fixed I), conditional on Θ,

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

I(Xi)|{Θ} = E[I(X1)|Θ] = E [I(ΘY1)|Θ]
def.
= JI(Θ), P-a.s. (2)

For the function θ 7→ JI(θ) = E [I(ΘY1)|Θ = θ] we define the (left-continuous) generalized inverse
J←I as follows

J←I (x) = inf {θ ∈ T ; JI(θ) ≥ x}

Lemma 1. Under Assumptions 1, the function θ 7→ JI(θ) is Lipschitz continuous and strictly increasing
in θ ∈ T for any I ∈ I with I 6≡ 0. The generalized inverse x 7→ J←I (x) is strictly increasing and
continuous with JI(J←I (x)) = x and J←I (JI(θ)) = θ.

The lemma is proved in the appendix. Note that we need to exclude the case I ≡ 0, however, this
case is anyway not of interest to the insurance company, because no insurance cover is sold.

The law of large numbers (2) and Lemma 1 provide{
lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

I(Xi) < x

}
= {JI(Θ) < x} = {Θ < J←I (x)} , P-a.s. (3)

We choose ε ∈ (0, 1). The Value-at-Risk (VaR) of Θ at security level 1− ε is given by the quantile

VaR1−ε(Θ) = inf {θ ∈ T ; FΘ(θ) ≥ 1− ε} = F←Θ (1− ε)

where FΘ denotes the distribution function of Θ. This and identity (3) now allow to analyze

P

[
lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

I(Xi) < JI (VaR1−ε(Θ))

]
= P [Θ < J←I (JI (VaR1−ε(Θ)))]

= P [Θ < VaR1−ε(Θ)] = 1− ε

where we also use absolute continuity of FΘ on T . In view of Equation (3), we may approximate the
VaR for the aggregate insurance demand

∑N
i=1 I(Xi) by the VaR of Θ, i.e., for N large we approximate

P

[
N∑
i=1

I(Xi) < NJI (VaR1−ε(Θ))

]
≈ P

[
lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑
i=1

I(Xi) < JI (VaR1−ε(Θ))

]
= 1− ε (4)
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Therefore, the VaR of
∑N

i=1 I(Xi) on security level 1−ε is approximated by NJI(VaR1−ε(Θ)) for large
N . The interpretation of this is that idiosyncratic risks Yi are diversified in the insurance portfolio, but
regulation needs to make sure that systemic risks Θ are controlled by a risk measure. This is a reasonable
view for high frequency low severity insurance products. Note that the function JI depends on the
explicit choice of the insurance cover functional I , however, the VaR of Θ does not depend on the choice
of I which makes the approximation particularly attractive and allows to study insurance optimization.

For the premium calculation principle π we assume, according to insurance regulation practice,
that the premium has two parts, the so-called pure risk premium and a risk-adjusted risk margin that
should prevent from ruin. For the risk margin we use a cost-of-capital approach with the expected
shortfall risk measure loading. This loading has the canonical risk margin allocation principle (see e.g.,
McNeil et al. [11]). Henceforth, we define the risk-adjusted premium π by

π(I(Xi)) = E[I(Xi)] + rCoC

(
E [I(Xi) |Θ > VaR1−ε(Θ)] − E[I(Xi)]

)
(5)

where rCoC ∈ (0, 1) is the cost-of-capital rate and the excess claim E [I(Xi) |Θ > VaR1−ε(Θ)] −
E[I(Xi)] is the allocation of the total expected shortfall risk measure

% = E

[
N∑
i=1

I(Xi)

∣∣∣∣∣Θ > VaR1−ε(Θ)

]
−NE[I(X1)]

to financial agent i. Due to approximation (4) this is a sensible risk-adjusted premium definition for large
portfolio sizes N . As a consequence individual risk Yi is diversified within the portfolio and there only
remains the (systemic) latent risk driver Θ which triggers the regulatory solvency capital %.

Example 1. Assume that Yi are i.i.d. exponentially distributed with parameter c > 0 and that Θ−1

has an exponential distribution with parameter c′ = 1. This implies that (X1, . . . , XN) has a Clayton
survival copula with heavy-tailed marginals, see Asimit et al. [12]. Note that in this example Θ does not
have finite support as defined in Assumptions 1. This will simplify the calculations in this example, but
does not harm the general considerations.

Assume that we buy full insurance cover I(x) = x. Then, we need to analyze
∑N

i=1Xi = Θ
∑N

i=1 Yi

with
∑N

i=1 Yi having a gamma distribution with parameters N and c. This implies for x > 0

P

[
N∑
i=1

Xi ≤ x

]
= E

[
P

[
Θ−1 ≥ x−1

N∑
i=1

Yi

∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
i=1

Yi

]]
= E

[
e−x

−1
∑N
i=1 Yi

]
=

(
c

c+ x−1

)N
Therefore, we obtain VaR on security level 1− ε given by

VaR1−ε

(
N∑
i=1

Xi

)
=

1

c

(1− ε)1/N

1− (1− ε)1/N
= NE[Y1]

1

N ((1− ε)−1/N − 1)

On the other hand we have for I(x) = x

NJI(VaR1−ε(Θ)) = NE[Y1] VaR1−ε(Θ) = NE[Y1]
1

log(1− ε)−1

Thus, in this example the quality of approximation (4) is exactly determined by the speed of convergence
of the Euler series log(z) = limN→∞N(z1/N − 1) for fixed z = (1− ε)−1.
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3.2. Probability Distortion for the Cost-of-Capital Loading

The premium principle (5) can be rewritten with the help of probability distortions, see Example 8.16
in Wüthrich-Merz [10]. We define the probability distortion

ϕ = (1− rCoC) +
rCoC

ε
1{Θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)}

Observe that choice rCoC ∈ [0, 1) implies ϕ > 0, P-a.s., and E[ϕ] = 1. Therefore, ϕ is a
probability distortion that allows for a change of probability measure. Moreover, this choice provides
the insurance premium

π(I(Xi)) = E [ϕI(Xi)] = E∗[I(Xi)] (6)

where the pricing measure P∗ ∼ P is defined by the Radon-Nikodym derivative dP∗/dP = ϕ.

Remark. For rCoC = 0 we have ϕ ≡ 1 and, henceforth, π(I(Xi)) = E [I(Xi)]. That is, the
insurance company only asks for the pure risk premium. In the classical capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) the latter occurs for uncorrelatedness of I(Xi) with the market portfolio. The assumption
rCoC > 0 is non-trivial and will be true for lines of business that have common economic risk factors
with financial markets.

By a change of variable y = x/θ one sees that for θ ∈ T and x ∈ R+ we have conditional density of
Xi, given Θ = θ,

f(x|θ) = θ−1fY (x/θ) > 0

This provides marginal density of Xi given by

fX(x) =

∫
T
f(x|θ)fΘ(θ)dθ =

∫
T
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ > 0

note that due to Assumptions 1 the latter exists from Leibniz’ integral rule. This allows to define the
function ψ : R+ → R+ with

ψ(x) = (1− rCoC) +
rCoC

ε

∫
{θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)} f(x|θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

fX(x)
(7)

Theorem 1. Set Assumptions 1 and chose I ∈ I. We have premium identity

π(I(Xi)) = E∗[I(Xi)] = E[ϕI(Xi)] = E [ψ(Xi)I(Xi)]

The premium fulfills for any I ∈ I
π(I(Xi)) ≥ E [I(Xi)]

This implies that the utility optimization problem (1) can be rewritten as

max
I∈I

E
[
u

(
w0 −Xi + I(Xi)− E [ψ(Xi)I(Xi)]

)]
(8)

with ψ(·) given by Equation (7). In order to solve Equation (8) the properties of ψ will be crucial.
Besides strict positivity and normalization E[ψ(Xi)] = 1 we have for all non-decreasing functions T
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E [ψ(Xi)T (Xi)] ≥ E[ψ(Xi)]E [T (Xi)] = E [T (Xi)] (9)

this follows similar to the proof of Theorem 1, using the FKG inequality [13]. Unfortunately, the latter
does not imply that ψ is monotone. However, monotonicity of ψ will be crucial in the further derivations.
Therefore, we need more restrictive assumptions under which monotonicity holds.

Theorem 2. Set Assumptions 1 and assume that fY is continuously differentiable. Assume that function
g : R+ → R

y 7→ g(y) =
yf ′Y (y)

fY (y)

is non-increasing. Then ψ is a differentiable, non-decreasing function on R+.

Remark. The non-increasing property of g has to do with the concavity of the function
z 7→ log fY (ez). Observe that

d

dz
log fY (ez) =

ezf ′Y (ez)

fY (ez)
= g(ez)

If g is non-increasing, then z 7→ log fY (ez) is concave. Many common densities satisfy this property,
for instance,

• the gamma density on R+,

• the log-normal density on R+,

• the Pareto density on [c,∞),

• the uniform density on [0, 1].

The normal density does not satisfy this property on R+ if µ > 0, it only satisfies the property on
[µ/2,∞). g is increasing if the density fY has a too strong relative growth.

Example 2 (exponential distribution). Choose Yi ∼ expo(c) with c > 0. The common factor Θ is
chosen by fΘ(θ) = θ−11{θ∈[θ0,θ1]} with θ0 = 1/(e − 1) and θ1 = e/(e − 1). Note that this is a density
on [θ0, θ1] with E[Θ] = 1. Finally, we set Xi = ΘYi. The function g is given by g(y) = −cy and, hence,
Theorem 2 applies. We calculate ψ. We have v = VaR1−ε(Θ) = e1−ε/(e − 1) (where the first equality
defines v). This implies∫ θ1

v
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ∫ θ1

θ0
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

=

∫ θ1
v
θ−2 exp {−cxθ−1} dθ∫ θ1

θ0
θ−2 exp {−cxθ−1} dθ

=
exp {−cx(e− 1)/e} − exp {−cx(e− 1)/e1−ε}

exp {−cx(e− 1)/e} − exp {−cx(e− 1)}

=
1− exp {−cx(e− 1)2e−1(eε − 1)/(e− 1)}

1− exp {−cx(e− 1)2e−1}

We define c1 = c1(c) = c(e− 1)2e−1 and δ = (eε − 1)/(e− 1) ∈ (0, 1) and then we obtain

ψ(x) = (1− rCoC) +
rCoC

ε

1− exp {−c1δx}
1− exp {−c1x}
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Observe that ψ is differentiable, strictly increasing with ψ(0) = (1 − rCoC) + rCoC

ε
δ and

limx→∞ = (1 − rCoC) + rCoC

ε
. In Figure 1 (lhs) we provide an example for the following numerical

choices (i) rCoC = 6%, this is the rate fixed in the Swiss Solvency Test, see Section 6.1 in [8]; (ii) c = 1;
and (iii) ε = 5%, this is higher than the Swiss Solvency Test shortfall probability of 1%. We choose this
higher value because it helps to display the model features more clearly. Note that the cost-of-capital
rate is understood as a risk premium because alternatively investors could also invest the amount of the
risk measure in riskless funds.

Figure 1. Function x 7→ ψ(x) for parameters rCoC = 6% and ε = 5%: lhs: exponential
Example 2 with c = 1; rhs: Gaussian Example 3 with µ = 4.
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Example 3 (Gaussian distribution). Choose Yi ∼ N (µ, 1) with µ > 0 and Θ is chosen as in Example 2.
In this case we obtain

ψ(x) = (1− rCoC) +
rCoC

ε

Φ(x(e− 1)/e1−ε − µ)− Φ(x(e− 1)/e− µ)

Φ(x(e− 1)− µ)− Φ(x(e− 1)/e− µ)

In Figure 1 (rhs) we provide an example for the numerical choices rCoC = 6%, ε = 5% and µ = 4.
Observe that ψ is non-increasing in interval (0, 2).

4. Optimal Insurance Design

4.1. Optimal Control Problem and Fixed Insurance Premium

We analyze insurance optimization problem (8) step by step. We need to solve the problem

max
I∈I

∫ ∞
0

u (w0 − x+ I(x)− P ) fX(x)dx

for premium P given by

P = π(I(Xi)) = E [ψ(Xi)I(Xi)] =

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)I(x)fX(x)dx (10)

In the first step we fix a premium P ∈ (0, π(X1)) and we relax the conditions on I in only requiring
that the insurance cover fulfills 0 ≤ I(x) ≤ x, which is equivalent to requiring (I(x), x − I(x)) ≥ 0.
This optimization problem can be formulated as an optimal control problem which is solved using the
technique from Kamien-Schwartz [14].
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Assumptions 2. Set Assumptions 1. Moreover, we assume that ψ is differentiable, strictly increasing,
bounded from below by ψ0 = ψ(0) and bounded from above by ψ1 = limx→∞ ψ(x). Utility function
u fulfills the Inada conditions, i.e., u is twice differentiable, u′ > 0, u′′ < 0, limy→y0 u

′(y) = ∞ and
limy→∞ u

′(y) = 0, where y0 ∈ {−∞, 0} denotes the left endpoint of the domain of u.

Note that natural (not necessarily optimal) lower and upper bounds on ψ are 1− rCoC and 1− rCoC +

rCoC/ε, respectively, see also Figure 1 (lhs). Therefore, the boundedness assumption does not pose an
additional constraint on ψ.

Under these assumptions we reformulate and solve the modified optimization problem. Choose
P ∈ (0, π(X1)) fixed; note that P ∈ {0, π(X1)} is trivial because it means no insurance and full
insurance cover, respectively, is bought. Consider the following optimal control problem: find function
i(·) : R+ → R+ such that it maximizes

E [u (w0 −X1 + i(X1)− P )] =

∫ ∞
0

u (w0 − x+ i(x)− P ) fX(x)dx (11)

subject to differential equation, see also Equation (10),

ṗ(x) = ψ(x)i(x)fX(x) (12)

constraint
(i(x), x− i(x)) ≥ 0 (13)

and initial and terminal condition

p(0) = 0 and p(∞) = P (14)

Choose λ ≥ 0 and consider the Hamiltonian

H(x, i, λ)fX(x) = [u(w0 − x+ i− P )− λiψ(x)] fX(x)

Define

I(x, λ) = arg max
i
{H(x, i, λ)} , subject to (i, x− i) ≥ 0, see Equation (13) (15)

Lemma 2. Set Assumptions 2. Assume there exists λ ≥ 0 such that π(I(X1, λ)) = P , then I(·, λ) solves
the optimal control problem (11)–(14).

There remains to calculate I(·, λ) and prove the existence of λ ≥ 0 such that terminal condition (14)
holds. We define s0 = s0(x) = w0 − x− P and s1 = w0 − P . Under Equation (13) we have

s0(x) ≤ w0 − x+ i− P ≤ s1 and u′(s0(x)) ≥ u′(w0 − x+ i− P ) ≥ u′(s1)

If the domain of u is R+ we set s0(x) = (w0 − x− P ) ∨ 0. We need to distinguish three different cases
in Equation (15).

Case 1. λψ(x) ≤ u′(s1). In that case we buy full insurance cover, i.e.,

I(x, λ) = x
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Case 2. u′(s1) < λψ(x) < u′(s0). In that case we buy partial insurance cover because Equation (15)
has an inner solution u′(w0 − x+ i− P ) = λψ(x). This implies

I(x, λ) = (u′)−1(λψ(x))− w0 + x+ P

Case 3. u′(s0) ≤ λψ(x). In that case we buy no insurance cover, i.e.,

I(x, λ) = 0

If we summarize the three cases we get insurance cover

I(x, λ) = (u′)−1 ([λψ(x) ∧ u′(s0(x))] ∨ u′(s1))− w0 + x+ P

=
{[

(u′)−1(λψ(x)) ∨ s0(x)
]
∧ s1

}
− w0 + x+ P (16)

=
[{

(u′)−1(λψ(x))− w0 + x+ P
}
∨ 0
]
∧ x

For the existence of λ ≥ 0 which provides terminal condition (14) we have the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Set Assumptions 2. If the domain of u is R+ we additionally assume for initial wealth
w0 > π(X1).

(i) There exists a unique λ∗ = λ∗(P ) ≥ 0 such that π(I(X1, λ
∗)) = P ∈ (0, π(X1)).

(ii) The function R(x, λ) = x− I(x, λ) is non-decreasing in x, i.e., we do not have moral hazard.

(iii) For any P ∈ (0, π(X1)) there exists x0 ≥ 0 with

I(x, λ∗) = x for all x ≤ x0 and I(x, λ∗) < x for all x > x0

(iv) For any λ > 0 there exists a minimal x1 ≥ 0 such that

I(x, λ) > 0 for all x > x1

(v) The function P 7→ λ∗(P ) is differentiable and strictly decreasing in P ; and
the function w0 7→ λ∗(P ) = λ∗(P,w0) is differentiable and strictly decreasing in w0.

From Lemmas 2 and 3 we conclude that Equation (16) solves the optimal control problem (11)–(14)
for fixed premium P and choice λ∗ = λ∗(P ). There remains the optimization over all possible
premiums P .

Example 4 (exponential utility function). We make an explicit choice for the utility function u. Fix
α > 0 and consider exponential utility function

u(y) = − 1

α
exp {−αy} (17)

for y ∈ R. Observe that in this optimal control problem with exponential utility function the initial
wealth w0 has no influence on the optimization. Therefore w.l.o.g. we set w0 = 0. The Hamiltonian is
then given by

H(x, i, λ)fX(x) =

(
− 1

α
exp{−α(−x+ i− P )} − λiψ(x)

)
fX(x)

=

(
− 1

α
exp{−α(−x+ i)} − e−αPλiψ(x)

)
eαPfX(x)
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We set η = η(λ, P ) = e−αPλ. We need to maximize the following function over the set 0 ≤ i ≤ x, see
Equation (13),

− 1

α
exp{α(x− i)} − ηiψ(x)

As above we have three different cases: Case 1. For ηψ(x) ≤ 1 we obtain I(x, λ) = x. Case 2. For
1 < ηψ(x) < eαx we obtain an inner solution

I(x, η) = x− 1

α
log (ηψ(x)) ∈ (0, x)

Case 3. For eαx ≤ ηψ(x) we obtain I(x, η) = 0.
Thus, if we summarize these three cases we have insurance cover

I(x, η) =

[{
x− 1

α
log (ηψ(x))

}
∨ 0

]
∧ x = x1{ηψ(x)≤eαx} −

1

α
log (ηψ(x)) 1{1≤ηψ(x)≤eαx}

There remains to calculate η = η(λ, P ) ≥ 0 such that premium requirement (14) is fulfilled. This is
easier than in Lemma 3 because I(x, η) does not directly depend on P (only via η). Consider the function

η 7→ P ∗(η) =

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)I(x, η)fX(x)dx

For η ∈ (0, ψ−1
1 ] we obtain P ∗(η) = π(X1). On the interval (ψ−1

1 ,∞) the premium P ∗(η) is continuous
and strictly decreasing in η with limit limη→∞ P

∗(η) = 0. Therefore, we have continuous and strictly
decreasing map

P ∗ : (ψ−1
1 ,∞)→ (0, π(X1)), η 7→ P ∗(η)

which provides for every η the corresponding premium P ∗(η) = π(I(X1, η)) ∈ (0, π(X1)).
We calculate the derivative of the insurance cover in Case 2, i.e., on interval 1 < ηψ(x) < eαx,

d

dx
I(x, η) = 1− 1

α

ψ′(x)

ψ(x)
(18)

This is negative for all x with ψ′(x)/ψ(x) > α. Therefore, for fixed premium P we may get insurance
covers I(·, λ∗(P )) which are decreasing on some intervals. Such an insurance cover does not lie in I.

4.2. Variable Insurance Premium

In Equations (11)–(14) we have studied the optimal control problem for a given fixed insurance
premium P . There remains optimization over P ∈ [0, π(X1)], i.e., consider the optimization problem

max
P∈[0,π(X1)]

U(P ) = max
P∈[0,π(X1)]

E
[
u

(
w0 −X1 + I(X1, λ

∗(P ))− P
)]

(19)

where we also use Equation (19) for the definition of U(P ). Note that U(P ) is the optimal expected
utility for fixed premium P . From Lemma 3 we know that for every P there exist x0 = x0(P ) ≥ 0 and
x1 = x1(P ) ≥ 0 (maximal) such that

I(x, λ∗(P )) = x for all x ≤ x0 and I(x, λ∗(P )) < x for all x > x0
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thus, full insurance cover is only bought on an interval [0, x0]; and

I(x, λ∗(P )) > 0 for all x > x1

i.e., asymptotically no insurance cover is not optimal for fixed premium P .
If x1(P ) = 0 we buy insurance cover for all positive claims and obtain expected utility

U(P ) =

∫ x0

0

u (w0 − P ) fX(x)dx+

∫ ∞
x0

u
(
(u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x))

)
fX(x)dx

with x0 = x0(P ) = ψ−1 ((u′(w0 − P )/λ∗(P )) ∨ ψ0).
For x1(P ) > 0 the situation is more sophisticated. We need to distinguish two cases.
Case (i): x0 > 0. In that case we have x1 > x0 (due to continuity) and we can choose a finite

sequence x0 = κ0(P ) < κ1(P ) < κ2(P ) < κ3(P ) < . . . < κ2n(P ) = x1 such that for l ≥ 0

I(x, λ∗(P )) = 0 on [κ2l+1, κ2l+2] and I(x, λ∗(P )) ∈ (0, x) on (κ2l, κ2l+1)

Case (ii): x0 = 0. In that case we have x1 ≥ 0 and we can choose a finite sequence 0 = κ0(P ) =

κ1(P ) ≤ κ2(P ) < κ3(P ) < . . . < κ2n(P ) = x1 such that for l ≥ 0

I(x, λ∗(P )) = 0 on [κ2l+1, κ2l+2] and I(x, λ∗(P )) ∈ (0, x) on (κ2l, κ2l+1).

The optimal expected utility for given P then takes the form, set κ2n+1 =∞,

U(P ) =

∫ κ0

0

u (w0 − P ) fX(x)dx+
n∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+1

κ2l

u
(
(u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x))

)
fX(x)dx

+
n−1∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+2

κ2l+1

u (w0 − x− P ) fX(x)dx (20)

The first integral gives the contribution of full insurance cover, the second the one of partial insurance
and the third one gives the contribution of no insurance to the total expected utility U(P ). This insurance
cover I(x, λ∗(P )) fulfills the premium identity, see Lemma 3,

P =

∫ κ0

0

ψ(x)xfX(x)dx+
n∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+1

κ2l

ψ(x)
[
(u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x))− w0 + x+ P

]
fX(x)dx (21)

From the differentiability of the left-hand side of this identity we see that λ∗(P ) is a differentiable
function in P , see also Lemma 3.

Theorem 3. Set Assumptions 2. If the domain of u is R+ we additionally assume for initial wealth
w0 > π(X1). The optimal expected utility P 7→ U(P ) is a concave function on (0, π(X1)) with first
derivative given by

U ′(P ) =

∫ κ0(P )

0

(λ∗(P )ψ(x)− u′(w0 − P )) fX(x)dx

+
n−1∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+2(P )

κ2l+1(P )

(λ∗(P )ψ(x)− u′(w0 − x− P )) fX(x)dx

This provides the following corollary:
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Corollary 1. Set the assumptions of Theorem 3. Optimization problem (19) has a unique solution
P ∗ ∈ [0, π(X1)] and the optimal insurance cover is given by

I∗(x) = I(x, λ∗(P ∗))

where for P ∗ = 0 we have I∗(x) ≡ 0, and for P ∗ = π(X1) we have I∗(x) = x for all x ≥ 0.

There remains to analyze optimal insurance I∗(x), in particular, we analyze the question I∗ ∈ I. We
already know from Lemma 3 that R∗(x) = x − I∗(x) is non-decreasing and, hence, we do not have
moral hazard in our model. There remains the analysis of the non-decreasing property of I∗(x).

Theorem 4. Set the assumptions of Theorem 3.

(i) Full insurance I(x) = x for all x is never optimal, that is, I∗(x) 6≡ x and P ∗ < π(X1).

(ii) No insurance I(x) ≡ 0 is never optimal, that is, I∗(x) 6≡ 0 and P ∗ > 0.

Theorems 3 and 4 immediately provide the nice consequences stated in the next corollary.

Corollary 2. Set the assumptions of Theorem 3.

(i) We always have an inner optimal premium P ∗ ∈ (0, π(X1)).

(ii) The optimal insurance I∗ can only have two types:

Type I: x0(P ∗) = x1(P ∗) = 0, that is, I∗(x) ∈ (0, x) for all x > 0.

Type II: 0 < x0(P ∗) < x1(P ∗), that is, co-existence of I∗(x) = x and I∗(x) = 0.

(iii) If optimal insurance I∗ is of Type II, then it is non-monotone.

(iv) If optimal insurance I∗ is non-decreasing, then it is of Type I.

This corollary says that we always have an inner optimal premium P ∗ ∈ (0, π(X1)) for optimization
problem (19). The interplay between the insurance company’s pricing kernel ψ and the individual risk
aversion in u will determine the monotonicity properties in the optimal insurance choice I∗. This we are
going to analyze next.

Consider the non-truncated insurance functional, see also Equation (16),

J(x, λ) = (u′)−1(λψ(x))− w0 + x+ P

Its derivative w.r.t. x is given by

d

dx
J(x, λ) =

λψ′(x)

u′′ ((u′)−1(λψ(x)))
+ 1

Proposition 1. Set the assumptions of Theorem 3.
(i) Assume

inf
λ≥u′(w0)/ψ1

inf
x≥0

d

dx
J(x, λ)− 1 = inf

λ≥u′(w0)/ψ1

inf
x≥0

λψ′(x)

u′′ ((u′)−1(λψ(x)))
≥ − 1 (22)

Optimal insurance I∗ is of Type I and I∗ ∈ I.
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(ii) Assume

sup
λ≥u′(w0)/ψ1

d

dx
J(x, λ)− 1

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= sup
λ≥u′(w0)/ψ1

λψ′(0)

u′′ ((u′)−1(λψ(0)))
< − 1 (23)

Optimal insurance I∗ is of Type II and I∗ 6∈ I.

We now provide an example that shows that optimal insurance I∗ can be either of Type I or of Type
II depending on the risk aversion in u.

Example 5 (exponential utility). We revisit Example 4 and verify the two conditions of Proposition 1.
Assume that β = supx≥0 ψ

′(x)/ψ(x) <∞. Fix α > 0 and consider exponential utility function given in
Equation (17). In this case we have, see Equation (18),

d

dx
J(x, λ)− 1 = − 1

α

ψ′(x)

ψ(x)
≥ −1

where the latter holds true for all α ≥ β = supx≥0 ψ
′(x)/ψ(x). Thus, we have Type I optimal insurance

I∗ for α sufficiently large.
On the other hand, for all α > 0 sufficiently small we have

d

dx
J(x, λ)− 1

∣∣∣∣
x=0

= − 1

α

ψ′(0)

ψ(0)
< −1

therefore, optimal insurance I∗ is of Type II.

4.3. Example and Interpretation

We revisit Examples 2 and 5. We choose Θ and Yi according to Example 2 this provides for the
systemic component

E[Θ] = 1, Var(Θ) = 0.0820 and Vco(Θ) = Var(Θ)1/2/E[Θ] = 29%

this seems to be a comparably high value, but similar values may be reasonable, for instance, in business
that is heavily driven by weather conditions. For the idiosyncratic component with c = 1 we have

E[Yi] = 1, Var(Yi) = 1.0000 and Vco(Yi) = Var(Yi)
1/2/E[Yi] = 100%

This implies for insurance claim Xi = ΘYi

E[Xi] = 1, Var(Xi) = 1.1640 and Vco(Xi) = Var(Xi)
1/2/E[Xi] = 108%

We choose parameters rCoC = 6% and ε = 5%. For these choices we obtain ψ presented in Figure 1 (lhs).
Moreover, we have β = supx≥0 ψ

′(x)/ψ(x) = 0.0301. This implies that for exponential utility functions
with α > β = 0.0301 we obtain Type I optimal insurance cover I∗ ∈ I. For the more extreme parameter
choices rCoC = 8% and ε = 1% we obtain the constraint α > β = 0.0422 for Type I insurance, thus, the
resulting β’s provide comparably weak constraints for Type I insurance. Note that there is an ongoing
debate about appropriate values for rCoC. In a CAPM context rCoC = 6% induces high correlations
between our choice of Θ and the market portfolio, this seems debatable. On the other hand, some authors
in the insurance literature argue that rCoC = 6% is rather low, see for instance Section 4 in Pelsser [15]
where the cost-of-capital rate is analyzed using various different pricing methods in incomplete markets.
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If we consider the utility indifference price of Xi for exponential utility function with risk aversion
parameter α = 0.0422 (which corresponds to the Type I constraint for the choices rCoC = 8% and
ε = 1%) we obtain price

πuα(Xi) =
1

α
logE [exp{αXi}] = 1.0442 (24)

i.e., we obtain a loading of 4.42% which is very low. In typical non-life insurance contracts (private
insurance) loadings are typically in the range of 20% to 30% which corresponds to a risk aversion
parameter of roughly α = 0.2. Therefore, typical risk aversion parameters of individual insureds fulfill
α > β and will lead to Type I optimal insurance cover I∗ ∈ I.

Remarks.

• Individual insured financial agents are typically willing to pay a loading in the range of 20% to
30%, i.e., this is a loading on a single insurance contract basis. The necessary risk margin from
the insurer’s point of view is lower (due to the law of large numbers) and part of the margin paid
by the insureds will be used to cover administrative costs at the insurance company.

• The risk aversion parameters α from above seem to be low, but this is not necessarily the case
and needs to be considered in more detail. Under our model assumptions we have, see also
Equation (24),

E [exp{αXi}] = E [E [exp{αΘYi}|Θ]] = E
[

c

c− αΘ

]
for αθ1 = αe/(e − 1) < c = 1, and otherwise the above expectation is infinite. Therefore, we
need to have α < 1− e−1 = 0.63 and otherwise we get an infinite price in Equation (24).

We give an example for α = 0.4 > β. In Figure 2 (lhs) we plot the optimal insurance cover
x 7→ I(x, λ∗(P )) for different fixed premiums P ∈ (0, π(X1)). We see that all these insurance covers
are of Type I because of α > β. They may have a deductible but they are non-decreasing. Figure 2
(rhs) shows that the optimal expected utility P 7→ U(P ) is a concave function and therefore there is a
unique optimal premium P ∗ ≈ 0.97. Thus, in this example we purchase quite a lot of insurance cover
due to our comparably large risk aversion parameter α. In Figure 3 we provide the optimal insurance
cover x 7→ I∗(x) = I(x, λ∗(P ∗)) for α = 0.4 (red line). We observe that we have Type I insurance with
x0(P ∗) = x1(P ∗) = 0.

Figure 2. Case of large individual risk aversion parameter α = 0.4 > β = 0.0301:
lhs: optimal insurance cover x 7→ I(x, λ∗(P )) for different fixed premiums P ∈ (0, π(X1));
rhs: optimal expected utility P 7→ U(P ) for different premiums P .
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Figure 3. Case of large individual risk aversion parameter α = 0.4 > β = 0.0301: the red
line illustrates the optimal insurance cover x 7→ I∗(x) = I(x, λ∗(P ∗)).
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Figure 4. Case of small individual risk aversion parameter α = 0.01 < β = 0.0301:
lhs: optimal insurance cover x 7→ I(x, λ∗(P )) for different fixed premium P ∈ (0, π(X1));
rhs: optimal expected utility P 7→ U(P ) for different premium P .
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Figure 5. Case of small individual risk aversion parameter α = 0.01 < β = 0.0301: the red
line illustrates the optimal insurance cover x 7→ I∗(x) = I(x, λ∗(P ∗)).
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We contrast the previous picture by the choice of a very small risk aversion parameter α = 0.01 < β

(which results in a loading of 1.01% in Equation (24)). In Figure 4 (lhs) we plot the optimal insurance
cover x 7→ I(x, λ∗(P )) for different fixed premiums P ∈ (0, π(X1)). We see that some of these
insurance covers are of Type II because of α < β (in particular for small premiums P ). Such insurance
designs may simultaneously have full cover for small x and no insurance cover for larger x and,
henceforth, are non-monotone. Figure 4 (rhs) shows that the optimal expected utility P 7→ U(P ) is
a concave function and therefore there is a unique optimal premium P ∗ ≈ 0.27. In this example, we
buy only little insurance due to our small risk aversion parameter α = 0.01. In Figure 5 we provide the
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optimal insurance cover x 7→ I∗(x) = I(x, λ∗(P ∗)) for α small (red line). We observe that we have
Type II insurance with 0 < x0(P ∗) < x1(P ∗) because in our opinion insurance for small claims is rather
cheap. Low prices for small claims (less than 1.09) are obtained because ψ(x) is strictly increasing
with E[ψ(X1)] = 1, ψ(0) = 0.9758 and ψ(x) < 1 for x < 1.09 (for our numerical choices). The
latter is the case because small claims are only rarely triggered by large values of Θ and, therefore, are
only marginally in the range of the expected shortfall risk measure of Θ. On the other hand, for larger
claims we think that insurance cover is over-priced, note that the slope of ψ is rather steep on the interval
x ∈ (0, 50), see Figure 1 (lhs). For this reason we buy no insurance on the interval (1.09, 72], and we
start buying insurance again for very large claims exceeding threshold 72, see Figure 5, induced by risk
aversion towards large claims.

4.4. Summary

We have studied optimal insurance designs of individual risk averse financial agents under the
assumption of having a risk-adjusted insurance premium calculation principle. This risk-adjusted
insurance premium calculation principle is based on the cost-of-capital method for the expected shortfall
solvency risk measure. These considerations were enabled through the assumption that idiosyncratic
risks are diversified within the insurance portfolio and the expected shortfall risk measure is only
triggered by non-diversifiable systemic risks. This is a reasonable assumption for high frequency and low
severity claims as they occur in private direct insurance. The findings were that optimal insurance designs
in this framework will prevent for moral hazard, however, these insurance covers are not necessarily
monotone due to the fact that the insured (depending on his risk aversion) may judge certain covers to be
over-priced. However, for typical parameter settings this latter situation will not occur and, henceforth,
optimal insurance covers will be monotone in the underlying insurance claims.

A. Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. The function θ 7→ θy is strictly increasing for all y ∈ R+. Since I ∈ I is a
non-decreasing function, also the function θ 7→ I(θy) is non-decreasing for all y ∈ R+. But then
independence between Y1 and Θ implies that also JI is non-decreasing. Assume there exist θ < θ′

such that
JI(θ) = E [I(ΘY1)|Θ = θ] = E [I(ΘY1)|Θ = θ′] = JI(θ

′) (25)

Inequality I(θY1) ≤ I(θ′Y1), P-a.s., and identity (25) then imply that we must have I(θY1) = I(θ′Y1),
P-a.s. Because the support of Y1 is R+ we must have that I is constant on R+, and from 0 ≤ I(x) ≤ x

we see that this constant is equal to zero. Therefore, Equation (25) cannot occur unless I ≡ 0. This
proves the strict increasing property.

Next we prove Lipschitz continuity of JI . From R(x) = x − I(x) non-decreasing it follows that for
all ε > 0 and for all x ∈ R+ we obtain (I is also non-decreasing)

0 ≤ I(x(1 + ε))− I(x) = R(x)−R(x(1 + ε)) + εx ≤ εx (26)
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This implies that for any θ, θ′ > 0

|I(θy)− I(θ′y)| ≤ |θ − θ′| y, for all y ∈ R+

and, moreover, using independence between Θ and Y1 and integrability of Y1,

|JI(θ)− JI(θ′)| = |E [I(ΘY1)|Θ = θ]− E [I(ΘY1)|Θ = θ′]|
≤ E [|I(θY1)− I(θ′Y1)|] ≤ |θ − θ′|E [Y1]

Thus, the function JI is Lipschitz continuous and strictly increasing. As a consequence the remaining
properties follow from Proposition A.3 in McNeil et al. [11]. This proves Lemma 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. The first two premium identities follow from Equation (6). Choose a measurable
function T : R+ → R. We obtain

E[ϕT (Xi)] = (1− rCoC)E[T (Xi)] +
rCoC

ε
E
[
T (Xi)1{Θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)}

]
We calculate the last term, using the tower property for conditional expectations in the first step,

E
[
T (Xi)1{Θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)}

]
=

∫
1{θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)}

(∫
T (x)f(x|θ)dx

)
fΘ(θ)dθ

=

∫
T (x)

(∫
{θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)}

f(x|θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

)
dx

=

∫
T (x)

∫
{θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)} f(x|θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

fX(x)
fX(x)dx

basically, this is simply the application of Bayes’ theorem. This implies that E[ϕT (Xi)] =

E[ψ(Xi)T (Xi)] and proves the last identity for the choice T = I .
Next we prove the premium inequality. Choose I ∈ I. Observe that the function I : (y, θ) 7→ I(θy)

is component-wise non-decreasing. Moreover, the function ϕ : θ 7→ ϕ(θ) = (1− rCoC) +
rCoC

ε
1{θ>VaR1−ε(Θ)} is also non-decreasing. Since Yi and Θ are independent, the FKG inequality implies,

see Fortuin et al. [13],

π(I(Xi)) = E [ϕI(Xi)] = E [ϕ(Θ)I(ΘYi)] ≥ E [ϕ(Θ)]E [I(ΘYi)] = E [I(ΘYi)] = E [I(Xi)]

where in the second last step we have used that ϕ is a density and, thus, normalized. This closes the
proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. For given x ∈ R+ we recall Equation (7) which allows to rewrite ψ as follows, set
v = VaR1−ε(Θ) ∈ [θ0, θ1],

ψ(x) = (1− rCoC) +
rCoC

ε

∫ θ1
v
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ∫ θ1

θ0
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

Differentiability of ψ follows from Leibniz’ integral rule. Moreover, we have

ψ′(x) =
rCoC

ε

∫ θ1
v
θ−2f ′Y (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ fX(x)−

∫ θ1
v
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

∫ θ1
θ0
θ−2f ′Y (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

fX(x)2
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We define the new probability measure Px by

dPx(θ) =
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ∫ θ1

θ0
ϑ−1fY (x/ϑ)fΘ(ϑ)dϑ

=
θ−1fY (x/θ)fΘ(θ)dθ

fX(x)

This allows to rewrite ψ′(x) as follows: for Λ ∼ Px

ψ′(x) =
rCoC

ε

(
Ex
[
f ′Y (x/Λ)

ΛfY (x/Λ)
1{Λ≥VaR1−ε(Θ)}

]
− Ex

[
1{Λ≥VaR1−ε(Θ)}

]
Ex
[
f ′Y (x/Λ)

ΛfY (x/Λ)

])
=

rCoC

ε

(
Ex
[
g(x/Λ)

x
1{Λ≥VaR1−ε(Θ)}

]
− Ex

[
1{Λ≥VaR1−ε(Θ)}

]
Ex
[
g(x/Λ)

x

])
Observe that λ 7→ g(x/λ) and λ 7→ 1{λ≥VaR1−ε(Θ)} are non-decreasing. FKG inequality [13] then implies
that ψ′(x) ≥ 0, which proves the claim.

Proof of Lemma 2. The proof follows from Kamien-Schwartz [14]. Note that the optimal control
problem in Kamien-Schwartz [14] is formulated on a finite interval [0, 1] for x. This can be achieved by
a change of variables x 7→ t/(1 − t) in Equations (11)–(14) and then one checks that all the conditions
are fulfilled.

Proof of Lemma 3. Note that we need to distinguish the two cases R and R+ for the domain of u. In
the latter case we need w0 − x + i− P > 0, due to limy→0 u

′(y) =∞ (Inada conditions). This implies
that we need to have I(x) > x+ P − w0 and, thus,

P =

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)I(x)fX(x)dx >

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x) (x+ P − w0) fX(x)dx = π(X1) + P − w0

Therefore, the initial wealth w0 should at least be able to finance the full insurance cover premium π(X1)

if u has support R+. If the support of u is R the wealth w0−x+i−P is also allowed to become negative,
and therefore no constraint is needed.

Proof of (i). Consider I(x, λ) given in Equation (16). Note that I(x, λ) is continuous and
non-increasing in λ. Therefore, we would like to consider the limits λ → 0 and λ → ∞ of I(x, λ).
Note that supx λψ(x) = λψ1. This implies for λ ≤ u′(s1)/ψ1 that

[λψ(x) ∧ u′(s0(x))] ∨ u′(s1) ≡ u′(s1), for all x ∈ R+

and, hence, for λ ≤ u′(s1)/ψ1 we have

I(x, λ) = s1 − w0 + x+ P = x, for all x ∈ R+

This means that for λ ≤ u′(s1)/ψ1 we have π(I(X1, λ)) = π(X1) because we buy full insurance cover.
On the other hand we have for any x ∈ R+

lim
λ→∞

I(x, λ) = s0(x)− w0 + x+ P = 0

i.e., we have point-wise (in x) convergence to 0. Using that 0 ≤ I(x, λ) ≤ x provides an integrable
upper bound, we can apply Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to obtain

lim
λ→∞

π(I(X1, λ)) = lim
λ→∞

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)I(x, λ)fX(x)dx = 0
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This immediately implies that there is λ ∈ (u′(s1)/ψ1,∞) such that π(I(X1, λ)) = P ∈ (0, π(X1)).
Moreover, for λ ∈ (u′(s1)/ψ1,∞) the function I(x, λ) is non-increasing in λ and on a set of positive
Lebesgue measure it is strictly increasing, therefore π(I(X1, λ)) is strictly increasing in λ and hence,
there is a unique λ∗ ∈ (u′(s1)/ψ1,∞) with π(I(X1, λ

∗)) = P . This proves (i).
Proof of (ii). We consider

x− I(x, λ) = −(u′)−1 ([λψ(x) ∧ u′(s0(x))] ∨ u′(s1)) + w0 − P
The function λψ(x)∧ u′(s0(x)) = λψ(x)∧ u′(w0− x−P ) is non-decreasing in x (note that we replace
s0(x) by (w0 − x− P )∨ 0 if u has support R+). This implies that (u′)−1 ([λψ(x) ∧ u′(s0(x))] ∨ u′(s1))

is non-increasing in x and, hence, the claim follows.
Proof of (iii). This is an immediate consequence of the increasing property of ψ(·).
Proof of (iv). This is an immediate consequence of the boundedness of ψ(·) and the Inada condition

at the left endpoint of u.
Proof of (v). From Equation (16) we get premium identity, see also Equation (21),

P =

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)I(x, λ∗(P ))fX(x)dx

=

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)
([{

(u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x))− w0 + x+ P
}
∨ 0
]
∧ x
)
fX(x)dx

Note that the bracket {·} is decreasing in w0. Therefore, (u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x)) needs to be increasing for
the premium identity to be fulfilled. Since this increasing property needs to be strict on a set of positive
Lebesgue measure for P ∈ (0, π(X1)), λ∗(P ) = λ∗(P,w0) is strictly decreasing in w0.

Observe from the premium identity

0 =

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)
([{

(u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x))− w0 + x
}
∨ (−P )

]
∧ (x− P )

)
fX(x)dx

Therefore, lower bound (−P ) and upper bound (x − P ) are strictly decreasing in P . This implies that
the term (u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x)) needs to be increasing for the premium identity to be fulfilled. Since this
increasing property needs to be strict on a set of positive Lebesgue measure we obtain that λ∗(P ) is
strictly decreasing in P .

Proof of Theorem 3. We start by calculating the derivative w.r.t. P in Equation (21). Observe that the
derivatives at the boundaries vanish and we obtain

n∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+1

κ2l

ψ(x)

[
(λ∗(P ))′ψ(x)

u′′ ((u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x)))
+ 1

]
fX(x)dx = 1 =

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)fX(x)dx

From this we immediately conclude that
n∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+1

κ2l

ψ(x)
(λ∗(P ))′ψ(x)

u′′ ((u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x)))
fX(x)dx =

∫ κ0

0

ψ(x)fX(x)dx+
n−1∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+2

κ2l+1

ψ(x)fX(x)dx

(27)
We now calculate the derivative of U from Equation (20). This provides

U ′(P ) = −
∫ κ0

0

u′ (w0 − P ) fX(x)dx+
n∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+1

κ2l

λ∗(P )ψ(x)
(λ∗(P ))′ψ(x)

u′′ ((u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x)))
fX(x)dx

−
n−1∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+2

κ2l+1

u′ (w0 − x− P ) fX(x)dx
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Using Equation (27) for the middle term on the right-hand side of the above identity provides the
claimed derivative of U . The second derivative of U is then given by (observe that the derivatives at
the boundaries vanish)

U ′′(P ) =

∫ κ0(P )

0

((λ∗(P ))′ψ(x) + u′′(w0 − P )) fX(x)dx

+
n−1∑
l=0

∫ κ2l+2(P )

κ2l+1(P )

((λ∗(P ))′ψ(x) + u′′(w0 − x− P )) fX(x)dx

Both λ∗(P ) and u′ are decreasing which immediately implies that U ′′(P ) < 0 and we
have concavity.

Proof of Theorem 4. Consider the function

J(x, λ∗(P )) = (u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x))−w0 + x+ P, with I(x, λ∗(P )) = [J(x, λ∗(P )) ∨ 0] ∧ x.

The first derivative w.r.t. P is given by

d

dP
J(x, λ∗(P )) =

(λ∗(P ))′ψ(x)

u′′ ((u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x)))
+ 1

From Lemma 3 we know that λ∗(P ) is decreasing in P , this implies that J(x, λ∗(P )) and, henceforth,
insurance cover I(x, λ∗(P )) are non-decreasing in P for all x.

Proof of (i). Full insurance cover means that P = π(X1). Therefore, we need to have
point-wise convergence

lim
P→π(X1)

I(x, λ∗(P )) = x

because otherwise we would get the following contradiction

lim
P→π(X1)

∫ ∞
0

ψ(x)I(x, λ∗(P ))fX(x)dx < π(X1)

This point-wise convergence requires for all x > 0

lim
P→π(X1)

(u′)−1(λ∗(P )ψ(x))− w0 + P ≥ 0

which implies
lim

P→π(X1)
λ∗(P )ψ1 ≤ u′(w0 − π(X1))

The latter implies that x0(P ) → ∞ as P → π(X1). We prove this by contradiction: assume that x0(P )

is bounded by y0. Choose y1 > y0. Continuity and strict monotonicity of all involved functions implies
that there exists P sufficiently close to π(X1) such that for all x ≤ y1

λ∗(P )ψ(x) < u′(w0 − P )

This implies that x0(P ) ≥ y1, which is a contradiction. Moreover, this also implies that x1(P ) = 0 for
all P sufficiently large. Theorem 3 then reads as

U ′(P ) =

∫ κ0(P )

0

(λ∗(P )ψ(x)− u′(w0 − P )) fX(x)dx
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Note that for any x < x0(P ) = κ0(P ) we have λ∗(P )ψ(x) < λ∗(P )ψ(x0) = u′(w0 − P ) which implies
that U ′(P ) < 0 for all P sufficiently close to π(X1). Therefore, full insurance cover is never optimal.

Proof of (ii). If y0 = 0 we need to have I(x) ≥ x − w0 which immediately provides the claim.
Therefore, we can concentrate on y0 = −∞. No insurance means that P = 0. In that case we need to
have λ∗(P ) → ∞ as P → 0. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that limP→0 λ

∗(P ) = λ1 < ∞.
In that case we have

sup
P>0

sup
y>0

λ∗(P )ψ(y) ≤ λ1ψ1 < u′(s0(x)), for all x sufficiently large.

But this immediately implies that we buy insurance for all x sufficiently large, and hence P is bounded
from below by a strictly positive constant. This contradicts P → 0. Therefore, we have

lim
P→0

λ∗(P ) =∞

This implies that for any P sufficiently small we have

λ∗(P )ψ(x) ≥ λ∗(P )ψ0 > u′(w0 − P )

This implies that for all P sufficiently small we have x0(P ) = κ0(P ) = 0. In view of Theorem 3 this
implies that U ′(P ) > 0 for all P sufficiently small because the first integral in Theorem 3 is equal to
zero. Therefore, no insurance is never optimal.

Proof of Proposition 1. (i) From Theorem 4 we know that we cannot have full insurance cover if P ∗

is optimal. This implies that λ∗(P ∗)ψ1 ≥ u′(w0 − P ∗) ≥ u′(w0). Therefore, it is sufficient to consider
λ ≥ u′(w0)/ψ1. Condition (22) then implies that J(x, λ) is non-decreasing in any x and for all λ ≥
u′(w0)/ψ1. Therefore, I(·, λ) ∈ I for all λ ≥ u′(w0)/ψ1, which implies that I∗ is of Type I.

(ii) Condition (23) implies that J(x, λ) is strictly decreasing in 0, and henceforth, we have J(x, λ) <

J(0, λ) for all x > 0 sufficiently close to 0. If J(0, λ∗(P )) ≤ 0 then we have x0(P ) = 0 and
I(x, λ∗(P )) = 0 for all x sufficiently close to 0, therefore P < P ∗. If J(0, λ∗(P )) > 0 then
I(x, λ∗(P )) = x for all x sufficiently close to 0 and henceforth x0(P ) > 0 which implies that I∗ is
of Type II if P = P ∗.
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